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Abstract
A use case of integrating a variety of open-source
geospatial tools is presented in this paper to process
and openly redeliver open data in open standards.
Through a software engineering approach, we have
focused on the potential usability of OpenStreetMap
in authoritative and professional contexts in Great
Britain. Our system comprises open source com-
ponents from OSGeo projects, the Open Street Map
(OSM) community and proprietary components. We
present how the open data flows among those com-
ponents and is delivered to the Web with open stan-
dards. Apart from the cost issues, utilizing the open-
source tools has offered some distinct advantages
compared to the proprietary alternatives, if any was
available. At the same time, some technical limita-
tions of utilizing current open-source tools are de-
scribed. Finally a case study is shown for the usabil-
ity of the developed solution.
Keywords: OpenStreetMap, open source, open
data, open standards.
Introduction
Since its inception in 2004, OpenStreetMap (OSM)
has become the main free source of digital maps
made by the crowd. Although OSM is rapidly grow-
ing in both contents and contributors, the belief that
it is made by amateurs is perceived to limit trust in
the value of this free data source within the tradi-
tional GIS community. The quality aspects of OSM
have been investigated by different researchers and
with different tools (Girres and Touya 2010; Hak-
lay 2010; Zielstra and Zipf 2010; Mooney and Cor-
coran 2011). We contend that to encourage uptake
of data, not only must the OSM community produce
better maps but the authoritative and professional
use cases of OSM shall be facilitated.
Because of the volunteer nature of the commu-
nity, many open-source geospatial tools have been
developed around OSM in the recent years, ranging
from data handling and data analysis to cartogra-
phy and presentation. There are a number of core
open-source tools that are used by the OSM devel-
opers, e.g. Mapnik (Pavlenko 2011) for rendering,
while some other open-source tools have been devel-
oped for users and contributors e. g. JOSM (JOSM
2012) and the OSM plug-in for Quantum GIS (Quan-
tumGIS n.d.).
Although those open-source tools generally fit
the purposes of core OSM users and contributors,
they may not necessarily fit for the purposes of pro-
fessional map consumers, authoritative users and
national agencies. If OSM is not effectively usable
by this group, the gap between professional and
amateur map producers/consumers may never be
filled and a sense of trust in OSM may never happen
among those users. On the other hand, if OSM can
be used effectively by authorities, there will be a big
chance that those users become active contributors,
leading to even more usability and reliability.
Having observed this research gap, this paper
presents a system with a strong reliance on open
source geospatial components that can fit the British
authoritative user’s requirements. The solution is
developed within the framework of a project called
OSM–GB (OSMGB 2012).
In the rest of this paper, a software engineering
approach is taken to analyze the specific require-
ments of authoritative users in Britain. Based on
those requirements, the conceptual and detailed de-
signs of our system are presented. The solution de-
veloped also benefits from open standards and open
data initiatives as will be explained later.
Users’ Requirements
In the Great Britain context, the following require-
ments were collected from authoritative users in the
first stages of the project, particularly through steer-
ing group meetings and direct contacts. The require-
ments are a combination of general and GB-specific
functionalities, as will be explained in this section.
It is however noticeable that gathering the users’
requirements is done within the open-source/open-
data contexts and implications, i. e. the users are
generally willing to use the free software, data and
standards as opposed to the licensed products (for
many reasons including the known cost and updat-
edness issues) but they are looking for the best pos-
sible solution that fits their specific purposes. Oth-
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erwise, the designed system may not address the re-
quirements from the users that wish to benefit from
the contractual or the quality-guaranteed services of-
fered by the available licensed products, e. g. the
licensed map data from Ordnance Survey.
Coordinate Reference System
In the context of Great Britain, one of the main con-
cerns in using a map in authorities is the availabil-
ity of the map in the British National Grid (BNG or
EPSG:27700) coordinate system. The OpenStreetMap
website shows the map in Google Mercator (also
called EPSG:900913), as is common in other public
maps (e. g. Google and Bing maps). The Open-
StreetMap tile service which can be used as the back-
ground in desktop GIS applications, is also only
in Google Mercator. The export facility of Open-
StreetMap website, as well as the OSM “planet files”
and replications use OSM-XML format, in which
the coordinates are encoded in Lat/Lon (EPSG:4326).
There is other no free public service, at the time of
this paper, which can deliver OSM data in the BNG
coordinate system.
Multiplicity of Layers
Unlike public users, the authorities are specialized
and need to have more flexibility in selecting the map
features they require. They need the map to be the-
matically separated in layers, so the users do their
job by superimposing the required layers. For vector
maps, thematic filtering of the features is commonly
feasible in GIS applications, but for raster maps such
filtering is usually impossible. Although the features
of OpenStreetMap are tagged and the tags can be
used to separate them into multiple layers, the OSM
website renders them all into a flat map. At the time
of this paper, there is no free public service offer-
ing multi-layered raster map for OSM. It is however
possible to use the filtering functionality of the OSM
API, subject to knowing the required tag combina-
tion for the specified thematic map, which produces
raw text output.
Raster and Vector Maps
Raster maps are necessary but not enough if de-
tailed map analysis is required in the authoritative
use cases. Querying and filtering by geometry or by
attributes, applying routing algorithms, customized
rendering and labeling are examples of the func-
tionalities that can only be achieved in vector maps.
OSM-XML is not a known format in our target au-
thorities. At the time of this paper, there is no other
free public web service of vector OSM data for the
GB area, particularly in BNG.
OGC Compliance
The standards established by Open Geospatial Con-
sortium are the most widely accepted standards for
map delivery via the Web. The availability of OGC
compliant Web Services is a major advantage, if not
a necessity, for a map service to be used by the au-
thorities. The main OGC standards for map deliv-
ery are WMS (Web Map Service), WMTS (Web Map
Tile Service), WMSC (Web Map Service, Cached) and
WFS (Web Features Service). The first three stan-
dards are for raster map delivery and the last makes
the vector text based output in a number of estab-
lished OGC standards including GML (Geographical
Markup Language) and KML (Keyhole Markup Lan-
guage).
WMTS is currently run by the OpenStreetMap
and some other mirrors in limited CRSs. Besides
that, at the time of this paper, the only available
world-wide WMS service is run by the University
of Heidelberg called World OSM-WMS (GIScience
2010), which is single-layer and is updated weekly.
No other WFS based on OpenStreetMap has been
found for the GB area.
Consistent Access to National Open Maps
In Britain, Ordnance Survey provides a set of open
data (OS 2013) in different formats and resolutions.
The authorities may have full access to the Ordnance
Survey’s open and non-open maps, however if they
are willing to work with OSM they prefer to have an
integrated access to those national maps in the same
platform, particularly for superimposing the maps
from different sources. The project’s focus has been
on open data sets, thus integrating some parts of the
OS Open Data with OSM and delivering them in a
single platform can enhance the usability of the fi-
nal product. Among the OS Open Data products,
VectorMap District (VMD) is the most comparable
to OSM and so was selected to be delivered via the
OGC Web Services (WFS in this case) together with
OSM. At the time of this paper, no free WFS access
to the VMD is found (although the University of Ed-
inburgh’s Digimap OpenStream service offers WMS
access to OS Open Data, free for UK academic use).
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Frequent Updates
The other main concern of the authoritative users is
the frequency of updating the map information. A
main advantage of crowd-sourced maps like OSM
is the near-instant reflection of changes, in contrast
to the long bureaucratic process of map updates
in authority-sourced maps. After a user adds or
changes data in OSM, the system is able to update
its output in a very short time difference, perhaps in
a few minutes. Any OSM redelivery service should
therefore also update its content very frequently.
Quality Check and Fix
As a value-added feature, the OSM quality can also
be checked in a defined geo-processing algorithm.
Although the project has an extensive subsystem for
data quality check and fix, this paper is not going to
cover this subsystem in details. Particularly we do
not cover the details of the user’s requirements in
this subsystem. It is however, an integrated part of
the system design and the interactions of this sub-
system with the rest of components are briefly men-
tioned.
Briefly, this functionality can benefit both the au-
thoritative and public OSM contributors. The au-
thoritative users can then have a gauge of OSM reli-
ability, and the OSM contributors (including the au-
thoritative users) can have guides to correct the map
errors. The main requirement is to have a “rule-
based” checking and fixing algorithm. It is not de-
sired to have a closed hardcoded set of rules; instead,
they shall be defined as openly and as flexibly as pos-
sible. The results of the quality checks and fixes are
also desired to be delivered by some integrated and
consistent Web Services.
It should also be noted that we are not claiming
OSM to be a direct alternative to national mapping
data such as that from the Ordnance Survey. The dif-
ferent sources have different characteristics: prime
amongst these is the more precise (but closed) data
capture & production specifications of the Ordnance
Survey which guarantee certain levels of data quality
in their data, particularly for example in complete-
ness of coverage.
Summary
According to the items above, the current OSM web-
site, its replications and redelivery mirrors are not
likely to be effectively used by the authoritative map
users in GB. A system is required that can deliver the
OSM data in BNG reference system, in vector and in
thematic raster layers, by OGC-compliant means and
with frequent updates. Finally it is desired to have
consistent access to the OS Open Data and to have a
quality checking subsystem.
The Conceptual Design
In order to fulfill the above requirements, a set of
software components, including data sources, tools,
databases and standards shall put together. Use of
open-source tools has been a preference but not an
absolute necessity in this project.
At the conceptual level of system design, Use
Cases can show the interaction of the system with
the external entities. In addition to the users who
are the main actors, an automatic update scheduler
can be considered as another actor. The OSM data
source and its regular updates are the external data
to be fetched regularly by the system. Our Use Case
diagram is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Use-case diagram for the conceptual level
of design.
Users request the maps in raster or vector formats
through the Web Services. In the case that they work
with their preferred choice of GIS application, the
application requests the information on their behalf.
Moreover they may need to request for the detected
“buggy” features which are yet another form of Web
Service interaction. The Web Service provider takes
its data from the central database management sys-
tem, and also includes a CRS conversion activity. In
addition, it needs to include a renderer component
that can make cartographical outputs for the incom-
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ing raster map requests.
The “Update Scheduler” actor frequently triggers
an update signal. This signal primarily causes a
new data import activity that updates the database
with the new OSM replication; secondly it starts
the checking algorithm that detects the “buggy” fea-
tures. The rule-based check activity the necessary
data is fetched from the database, checked against a
set of quality checking rules; some fix on the data is
applied and exported back to the database.
The Use Case diagram of Figure 1, helps to iden-
tify the necessary software components for each sys-
tem’s feature. In summary, we need:
• A very flexible database management compo-
nent that can effectively deal with spatial infor-
mation
• Set of tools to efficiently import OSM and its
updates into the database
• A powerful OGC compliant Web Service en-
gine equipped with graphical renderer and the
necessary CRS conversion means
• A rule-based quality check engine
• A workflow engine to orchestrate the frequent
updating activities .
The Detailed Design
Data and Tools Diagram
Figure 2 shows the current configuration of the tools
and the data flow inside the designed system.
Figure 2: System Architecture; open tools, data and
services.
As shown in figure 2, the current system mostly
comprises open-source tools for its primary databas-
ing and web services provision. It also shows that
the data flow starts from the sources of open data
and ends with the delivery in open standards and
formats.
Open-source Tools and Databases
In the following subsections, the choices of open-
source tools and databases are discussed. For each
item, any available proprietary solution will be dis-
cussed.
PostGIS: The system databases are hosted in
PostGIS 8.4.13 on Linux Ubuntu 11.0.4 platform. It
has provided a very robust and stable functionality
during the past year since the start of the project.
The hosted databases include the whole GB pro-
cessed data, daily differences, analysis data and the
Ordnance Survey’s VectorMap District. The first
database contains just about 3 million line features,
2 million polygons and 1 million Points of Interest
(POIs). During the past years, although the daily
workload of the database has been relatively heavy,
there was not even one case of database crash.
The main alternative to PostGIS would be Ora-
cle Spatial. We have had an instance of Oracle Spa-
tial 11g available. However the limitations are firstly
the efficiency of importing data from OSM-XML (us-
ing either open or proprietary tools), and secondly
the efficiency of running spatial queries. In both
cases, PostGIS has shown a very much better effi-
ciency when tested. Moreover, the other limitation
in adopting Oracle Spatial lies in the available OSM
renderers.
OSM2PGSQL: The whole OpenStreetMap data
file (also called the planet file) are available in OSM-
XML format through a number of OSM mirror sites
around the globe including Geofabrik (Geofabrik
2012). The data in this format includes all nodes,
ways (a term used for lines and polygons in OSM)
and relation features together with all of the associ-
ated attributes for each feature. On the other hand,
the minutely, hourly and daily updates of the planet
file are available in OSC (OpenStreetMap Changes)
format via the OSM replication website (PlanetOSM
n.d.). The OSC format is very similar to OSM-XML
but excludes unchanged features, and the changed
features are separated by the update type (create,
change or delete). Each OSC file includes the change
from its last replication time, whether a minute, an
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hour or a day ago.
OSM2PGSQL (OSM-Wiki 2012) is an open-source
tool that can import OSM-XML files into PostGIS
database. It is also used to do the database update
using OSC files. Its usability via the command line
has made the simple documentation for the utility
sufficient. In addition, the command-line usability
has made this tool suitable to fit into workflows exe-
cution, compared with GUI-based alternatives.
There are some other tools that can import OSM-
XML files into databases. OSMOSIS is an open-
source tool that can do the import from OSM-XML
to PostGIS but the database it produces is not directly
usable by Mapnik.
Go Loader (Snowflake 2013) has been a non-open
alternative. This tool has a recently added func-
tionality that can import OSM-XML into Oracle Spa-
tial database. However the process time is more
than double of what is required by OSM2PGSQL.
Moreover, it cannot work with OSC files so far.
OSM2PGSQL has shown a very good performance
compared with the alternative means studied for im-
porting OSM-XML and OSC files.
Mapnik Library and OGCServer: Mapnik is the
open-source tool for rendering the OSM data and is
the default tool used by the OSM website. It uses the
data stored in PostGIS and produces graphical out-
put using a defined stylesheet. OGCServer is another
open-source tool based on the core Mapnik library. It
can make a server in order to wrap the graphics ren-
dered by Mapnik in standard Web Services. We used
the WMS output of this tool, which is by default able
to make 90 separated raster layers out of source OSM
data.
The main limitation we had in working with
Mapnik was the documentation. For setting it up
and for any customization, it has been difficult to
find a complete documentation source. Individual
developers’ blogs, online forums and email lists have
been mainly used, with the drawback of longer de-
velopment and debugging time.
The alternatives have been very limited. Os-
maRender is another open-source tool but it is no
longer maintained, is even less documented than
Mapnik and also is less used by the developers be-
cause of its known projection bug (OSM-Wiki 2012).
TileMill by MapBox (MapBox n.d.) is a more user
friendly cartographic system in which users can de-
fine their own stylesheet in a graphical user interface.
TileMill in fact uses Mapnik as its renderer core. We
therefore decided to use Mapnik in this project to re-
duce any unnecessary wrapping or overhead around
the core rendering engine, particularly because we
did not need to customized the rendering beyond the
Mapnik defaults used on the OSM website.
Mod_Tile module and Renderd: These two open-
source tools (OSM-Wiki 2012) are the front-end and
back-end of the system’s tile server (WMTS). They
have nothing to do directly with the Mapnik OGC-
Server, since they serve map tiles directly through a
different port.
Mod_tile is an Apache Web Server module that
responds to tile requests and renderd is another com-
ponent that handles the file system behind the tile
cache. We used this combination to serve the tiles.
Not only this is used in the “slippy map” front-end of
the project website, but also this can be used for any
client application that can use WMTS as the back-
ground map. Tirex (OSM-Wiki 2012) is another open-
source alternative to renderd. Renderd is currently
used by the OSM website which made it our first
choice. The system will maintain the tile cache, al-
lowing tiles to expire and be regenerated in response
to data updates.
GeoServer and GeoWebCache: The Web Service
functionalities are based on GeoServer. The embed-
ded GeoWebCache component has also been used to
manage pre-rendered, cached raster outputs.
GeoServer has the ability to wrap external WMSs
which is particularly useful in our system. Although
the Mapnik OGCServer makes a WMS server, wrap-
ping it with GeoServer gave better service manage-
ment. Particularly the WMS made by Mapnik OGC-
Server includes 91 layers (90 thematic layers plus a
merged one) but by wrapping in GeoServer we could
grouping layers and use custom projections. As a
result, the 91 layers have been organized in 8 the-
matic groups: each has a number of sub-layers and
are served in a customized list of projections. For ex-
ample, “transportation” is a WMS layer group con-
sisting of 40 sub-layers (different road types, bridges,
tunnels, ferry routes, etc.). A user can then load
any combination of the sub-layers or load the whole
transportation layer in one.
Moreover, GeoServer can directly access the Post-
GIS database. As the result, a number of other Web
Services have been created including raster and vec-
tor services for OSM, the OSM detected bugs and OS
VMD. In total, the services produced by GeoServer
include 2 WMSs, 1 WMSC, 1 WMTS and 3 WFSs.
We have started with GeoServer version 2.1.2 and
later upgraded it to version 2.2.3. The issues we had
in the older version was frequent crashes and mem-
ory leaks, limited projections and some bugs in Ge-
oWebCache. Upgrading to 2.2.3 has shown a bet-
ter stability, more integration and full support of the
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BNG coordinate system in GeoWebCache. There are
other open-source alternative for Web Services e. g.
MapServer. GeoServer has been chosen for the ease
of access and customization through its Web inter-
face.
OSMOSIS: This open-source tool is a very gen-
eral processing tool for OSM data (OSM-Wiki 2012).
The pipe-line design of this command-line tool can
do a variety of different jobs in importing, export-
ing, querying and filtering OSM data. In our sys-
tem, this tool is used as a part of database updat-
ing process. OSMOSIS extracts and integrates the
OSC (change files) from the OpenStreetMap replica-
tion website and makes it available to be used by
OSM2PGSQL. This tool has also shown a stable per-
formance during the project lifetime.
OGR2OGR and GDAL Library: This is an open-
source command-line program that uses the GDAL
library to import and export between different spa-
tial file formats and coordinate systems (GDAL n.d.).
We have used this to convert the coordinate reference
systems when doing the import/export jobs for the
PostGIS databases.
SHP2PGSQL: This is another open-source
command-line program that comes with PostGIS in-
stallation. It converts ESRI’s shape files into PostGIS
database. This tool is used to import the Ordnance
Survey’s VMD into the database. VMD is openly
published on CD-ROM as a series of shape files sep-
arated by the National Grids. SHP2PGSQL together
with OGR2OGR is used to make a single database
of the VMD in PostGIS that is used to serve the data
through WFS.
Client Side Applications; OpenLayers and Quan-
tum GIS: Although the standard outputs can be used
by any OGC compliant client application, the fo-
cus of our system testing has been on two open-
source tools: OpenLayers as the web interface tool
and Quantum GIS as the desktop application. Both
applications are able to work with WMS, WMTS,
WMSC and WFS outputs. However, we mainly rec-
ommend OpenLayers for the light-weight services
(WMTS and WMSC) and Quantum GIS for the heav-
ier jobs (WMS and WFS).
We found a couple of issues in adopting these
two applications with the other system’s compo-
nents: firstly in order to work with WMSC, Open-
Layers uses the default value of 72 dpi for resolu-
tion (OpenLayers n.d.), while GeoServer uses OGC’s
90dpi standard (GeoServer 2013). This shall be re-
solved by enforcing 90dpi in OpenLayers, otherwise
the maps are not shown in the right position.
Secondly, requesting large vector maps can eas-
ily be very resource consuming. It is then useful to
have an option of geometrically limiting the bound-
ing box in a WFS request. In the WFS plug-in of
Quantum GIS version 1.7 there is a checkbox for
“Only request features overlapping the current view
extend”. However we found this option disappeared
in the integrated WFS in version 1.8 which makes it
impossible to work with large WFS datasets, unless
the bounding box values are entered manually in the
“WFS Filters” section.
Non-open-source Tools and Databases
As mentioned before, open-source tools have been a
preferred but not a necessity when there is no better
alternative. The sub-system of quality check and fix
has a number of proprietary pieces of software. This
has been because of the limitations in existing open-
source software.
Radius Studio (1Spatial 2012) from 1Spatial is
a powerful spatial information handling tool that
has started its development since mid 90’s. The es-
tablished geo-processing power of this tool, espe-
cially on high computing power platforms, has been
largely accepted within the community of profes-
sional spatial data users and it is used by a number
of national mapping agencies, for example. Radius
Studio internally uses a powerful object-oriented
database that gives it the high performance in heavy
geo-processing workloads. Moreover, all the system
functionalities are web based and can be invoked by
Web Services. In our view, there is a corresponding
gap in the open source ecosystem, something that
might be of interest to the open-source community.
Consequently, using a proprietary tool usually
forces the utilization of some other proprietary tools.
In this case, the Radius Studio’s preferred OS is Win-
dows and its preferred database is Oracle Spatial. As
the result, we have been forced to have a separated
server and database for the quality checking subsys-
tem. Some parts of the two databases need to be syn-
chronized and the proper conversion tools need to be
used. The open-source OGR2OGR tool (mentioned
earlier) can push the appropriate data between the
two databases.
The Update Workflow
An interesting lesson learnt is in the central manage-
ment of the two server sides (open-source and pro-
prietary). We have Windows Server with proprietary
tools and database on one side, and a set of open-
source OS, tools and databases on the other side. On
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which system should the system orchestrator be lo-
cated?
This component shall be able to invoke different
processes on the two sides. In our experience, ex-
ternal invocation of the open-source components is
much easier than for the proprietary ones, at least for
the tools we have used on the two sides. Thus our so-
lution has been to locate the system scheduler on the
Windows server. PostGIS, the importing and con-
version tools installed on the Linux Server as well as
Radius Studio sessions are all called from Windows
Server. The System Scheduler is in fact a series of
batch scripts that are controlled by Windows’ Sched-
uled Task application. The details of the updating
workflow are illustrated in figure 3, below.
As shown in figure 3, the data update work-
flow, which is currently run every day, invokes a
series of database tasks on both servers. In each
cycle, firstly the current status of database changes
from the last run is backed up and then reverted
back to what is was before the last round of quality
fixes. Secondly the OSM changes (in OSC format) is
downloaded from the OSM replication site and ap-
plied to the PostGIS database (using OSMOSIS and
OSM2PGSQL tools).
Figure 3: The data update workflow.
After the database is synchronized with the
planet file, the database is ready to be processed
according to the data quality rules. However, the
database for GB is too big to be processed in less
than a day and most of the data, which have not been
updated, has already been processed in the previous
run. Thus an algorithm (as PostGIS SQL commands)
is run to select a subset of the OSM database which
is needs to be processed by Radius Studio. This algo-
rithm has been optimized over the life of the OSM–
GB project. Briefly, this subset includes all the added
and changed features, all the features that have been
“buggy” in the last run, and finally all of the features
in a specified proximity of those two feature groups
(currently a 20 meters buffer).
After the subset is selected, OGR2OGR is used
to export the subset to the Oracle Spatial database.
Radius Studio then runs a processing session and
tags and/or fixes the buggy features. The results of
the bug detection are later applied back to the Post-
GIS database, again using the OGR2OGR tool. The
workflow timing depends on the hardware capaci-
ties, current size of OSM in the geographical extend,
the amount of daily updates and the complexity of
the applied rules and actions. Currently the work-
flow takes about 2 hours every day and there are
about 100 thousands bugs reported and/or fixed in
each cycle.
Open Data
The system is an example of both using and deliver-
ing data under open licenses. The data sources and
the output data of the system are generally fit un-
der the “open” term: the OpenStreetMap data and its
regular updates are licensed under Open Data Com-
mons Open Database License (ODbL), the Ordnance
Survey’s Open Data (OS 2013), of which VectorMap
District is a part, is licensed under the UK’s Open
Government License for Public Sector Information.
Finally the project shares its output under Creative
Common’s (CC BY-SA 2.0) license.
Open Standards
The system is also a use-case of adopting the open
standards from the Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC 2012). All the Web Services standards are pro-
vided in all three of the EPSG:4326, EPSG: 900913
and EPSG:27700 coordinate systems, in order to sat-
isfy the user’s requirements described in section 2.
The full list of open standards used for the Web Ser-
vices are:
WMS (Web Map Service): 90 transparent raster
layers are categorized in 8 thematic groups and
are served individually or in groups. The the-
matic groups are Land (5 sub-layers), Water (12
sub-layers), Buildings (7 sub-layers), Power (3 sub-
layers), Boundaries (4 sub-layers), Transportation (38
sub-layers), Places (11 sub-layers) and Amenities (6
sub-layers). Besides the main WMS service, another
WMS (called WMS-for-bugs) serves the detected er-
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rors during the quality checking. The bugs are ren-
dered and labeled according to the type of the de-
tected bug. An issue in WMS was the compatibility
between 1.1.1. vs 1.3.0 versions. The two versions
specify the x and y coordinates in opposite order, so
in our experience it is better the clients specify ver-
sion 1.1.1 in the WMS request in order to get the right
map positions.
WMSC (Web Map Service – Cached): This is a
cached and single-layer version of the above WMS
that optimizes the map delivery performance by
keeping the pre-rendering tiles in a web cache.
WMTS (Web Map Tile Service): The single-layer
256 x 256 pixel tiles are served in OGC’s WMTS stan-
dard request/response. The URL of getting a single
tile contains z for zoom level and x, y for the tile’s
relative positions in the specified zoom level (e. g.
http://www.osmgb.org.uk/osm_tiles/8/126/87.png).
WFS (Web Feature Service): This service makes
the comprehensive vector information of Open-
StreetMap in three layers (line, polygons, POIs). All
the OSM key-value pairs for each feature are also in-
cluded in the WFS response, which makes free fil-
tering and querying possible. In addition to serv-
ing OSM, two other vector services exist: a WFS-for-
Bugs which specifically serves the buggy features at-
tributed with a description of each bugs, and a WFS-
for-VMD which serves the imported OS VectorMap
District data (for comparison purposes).
SLD (Styled Layer Descriptor): This OGC standard
is used to compose the “Style” files in XML, used in
rendering the buggy features in WMS-for-Bugs.
GML (Geography Markup Language) and KML
(Keyhole Markup Language): These two OGC stan-
dards are among the variety of file formats used to
encode the Web Services output, when applicable.
A Case Study
In this section a sample application of the usage of
the developed service in an authoritative context is
presented.
Surrey Heath Borough Council (http://www.
surreyheath.gov.uk) uses a combination of Web
mappings to manage its service delivery in the bor-
ough. The internal web mapping portal superim-
poses various map layers in British National Grid,
including the maps sourced from Ordnance Survey.
The WMS explained in this paper is readily used
in this portal, particularly because it is available in
BNG. Apart from being free, the benefit of using
this layer is the “immediate” and “updateable” na-
tures of OpenStreetMap. When new constructions
are developed in the area they can be immediately re-
flected in OSM and updated in less than a day. More-
over, the portal users can actively contribute to this
update process, because they have access to other
sources of information about the county’s develop-
ment projects.
Figure 4 shows overlaying the “waste collection
points” on top of a national Ordnance Survey’s Mas-
terMap layer. As can be seen, many waste collection
points are not associated with any house because the
base map layer is not current with local house con-
struction. Figure 5 on the other hand, shows the
OSM–GB WMS layer used as the base map where the
new houses are already mapped (centre and upper
left). Thus the waste management team is using this
map base to digitize new waste collection points.
Figure 4: Waste collection points (green and blue
dots) on top of MasterMap.
Figure 5: Waste collection points (green and blue
dots) on top of OpenStreetMap’s WMS.
However there is an area in the OSM base map
(lower right) that the houses are not mapped (though
they are not new houses since they are already in
MasterMap – Figure 4). In such a scenario, this is
a very good motivation for the portal users to volun-
tarily contribute to OSM and map those houses.
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Benefiting from the OSM short updating cycle is
the core of what this case study can demonstrate.
Particularly integrating the bug layers to the GIS ap-
plication, can flag up the potential errors which can
be fixed manually on the OSM if necessary, so the
background maps can be easily updated. Moreover,
it also demonstrates addressing the other require-
ments described in section 2: In terms of the data
adaptation, OSM data is projected in the British Na-
tional Grid so it can be easily integrated to the rest
of the map sources in the system, either in raster or
in vector. As far as OGC compliance concerns, the
WMS/WFS services have made the OSM maps one
of the many layers in the employed GIS application.
Finally, the multiplicity of layers in WMS allows the
user to focus on the required one (e. g. buildings or
transportation here). More details of this case study
can be found in (Rutter 2012).
Conclusion and the Future Works
In this paper we have presented an integrated open-
source, open-data and open-standards solution for
OpenStreetMap utilization in a professional context.
A software engineering approach has been taken to
gather the professionals’ requirements from Open-
StreetMap and to develop the solution having as
much open-source components as possible. As evi-
denced by case studies, it has been shown that the
current open-source tools that are already developed
around OpenStreetMap can put together and con-
figured to satisfy the professional’s requirements.
Apart from a few practical difficulties, the open-
source tools has well been integrated, however there
have been certain components like quality check and
improvement that a non-open-source tool has been
the only available choice.
The system has many rooms to expand as the fu-
ture works. As with many other software life cycles,
the requirements are dynamic and the system shall
address them. Optimizing the performance, expand-
ing the quality checking rules/actions and working
closer with national map agencies are examples of
those future works. Another future work is for the
open-source geospatial community as suggested in
the paper, to consider work on a rule-based geo-
processing tool for large-scale quality check/fix pur-
poses. We also plan further work to promote the use
of the bug reporting services in the OSM community
for data quality checking.
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